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  Nightlife Content Creation 
Adding to the Amsterdam and Rotterdam Nightlife Scene Over the years, we have worked for several nightclubs and music events. In fact, some of these clubs were our first (big) clients. Since this work field can be very challenging sometimes and every club/event has a complete different look and feel, we’d like to show you… 
 Read more
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  Apphy – The anti burnout app for students 
In winter 2018, we received the uncommissioned challenge to research behavioural patterns, causes and existing products that would lead to students getting burned out more often in this day and age. Together with Webgaan, we planned a 1,5 month case study after which we would prototype an application that would help students with a burnout… 
 Read more
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  Kickstarting a swimwear brand with a special feature 
Bayshorts was founded by three Dutch guys who, over summer, realized that leaving your wallet; phone and keys at the beach when you go out for a swim is one hell of a stress factor. So, they designed a pair of shorts with waterproof pockets. With brand values as ‘safety, comfort, and style’, they started… 
 Read more
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  A bright pink Amsterdam Social Experiment 
In March of 2018 we were challenged to put together a Social Experiment. Our design challenge was to organize an intervention that would result into a positive change in human behaviour. We picked out a street in Amsterdam with a somewhat dangerous traffic situation in it. We had three hours to find a problem, work… 
 Read more
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  How to win the Dutch Bacardi Legacy Finals 
Every year, Bacardi, the renowned international rum brand, hosts a prestigious competition for aspiring bartenders who aim to showcase their skills and create groundbreaking cocktail recipes, the Bacardi Legacy Competition. The competition is designed to challenge participants to come up with a unique recipe and build a compelling brand story around it. Each cocktail is… 
 Read more
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  A fresh start for Hair By Cher 
Even though the COVID-19 virus is messing with some of our businesses and all of our minds, some entrepreneurs are taking this opportunity to give their businesses a refreshing make-over! Hair By Cher found out about us through a nail salon that we created a logo for in the past, and asked us to come… 
 Read more
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  How we made a brand out of The Poke Maniacs 
In 2018, a brand new Hawaiian restaurant named ‘The Poke Maniacs’ opened her doors in Amsterdam Noord. Shortly after, a franchise opened up in Amsterdam West, but it didn’t take long before it all went downhill because the locals either didn’t know The Maniacs, or had some complaints about them. The Amsterdam West franchise closed… 
 Read more
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  How to kickstart a POS system 
Halfway 2020, in between COVID-19 lockdowns, we were approached by two entrepreneurs operating in the Hospitality Industry who wanted to bring their brand new vision to life. In their daily activities running nightclubs and restaurants, they noticed quite a few things that could use improvement. They decided that they would start building their own system… 
 Read more
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